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Abstract
For real hyperbolic spaces, the dynamics of individual isometries and the geome-
try of the limit set of nonelementary discrete isometry groups have been studied in
great detail. Most of the results were generalised to discrete isometry groups of sim-
ply connected Riemannian manifolds of pinched negative curvature. For symmetric
spaces of higher rank, which contain isometrically embedded Euclidean planes, the
situation becomes far more complicated. This paper is devoted to the study of the
geometric limit set of “nonelementary” discrete isometry groups of higher rank sym-
metric spaces. We obtain the natural generalisations of some well-known results from
Kleinian group theory. Our main tool consists in a detailed description of the dynam-
ics of individual isometries. As a by-product, we give a new geometric construction
of free isometry groups with parabolic elements in higher rank symmetric spaces.
1 Introduction
Let X be a globally symmetric space of noncompact type, o ∈ X and G = Isomo(X) the
connected component of the identity. We will denote by ∂X the geometric boundary of
X endowed with the cone topology (see [Ba, chapter II]).
The goal of this paper is to give more insight into the dynamics of certain individual
isometries of X and describe geometrically the structure of the limit set LΓ := Γ·o ∩ ∂X
of discrete isometry groups Γ ⊂ G. The main difficulties we face in the higher rank case
compared to the situation in manifolds with pinched negative curvature are due to the
more complicated structure of the geometric boundary. In fact, to each point ξ ∈ ∂X we
can associate a unique “direction” in a fixed Weyl chamber of X (see section 2.3 for a
precise definition). If the direction of ξ is in the interior of the Weyl chamber, we say that
ξ belongs to the regular boundary ∂Xreg ⊆ ∂X. Every point in the G-orbit of ξ possesses
the same direction, in particular G does not act transitively on the geometric boundary
if the rank of X is greater than one.
Concerning the dynamics of parabolic isometries, there are only partial results for
example by P. Eberlein ( [E, chapter 4.1]), A. Parreau ( [P, chapter I.2]) and the author
( [L, chapter 4.4]). For axial (sometimes also called loxodromic) isometries, however, we
are able to describe precisely the action on the geometric boundary. The same remains
true for the particular kind of “generic parabolic” isometries, which behave similarly
as parabolic isometries of rank one symmetric spaces. A first application gives a new
geometric construction of Schottky groups in higher rank symmetric spaces which contain
parabolic isometries.
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We then generalise appropriately the notion of “nonelementary” groups well-known
in the context of manifolds of pinched negative curvature to higher rank symmetric spaces.
Our notion is weaker than Zariski density which is normally used for discrete subgroups
of real reductive linear Lie groups (see e.g. [B] and [CG]). Also, the definition is more
natural and easily understandable from a geometrical point of view.
Unfortunately, the incomplete picture we have about the dynamics of parabolic
isometries makes it difficult to describe the structure of the limit set of discrete isometry
groups which, in general, always contain parabolics. For the large class of nonelementary
groups, however, we can use a so-called “approximation argument” in order to reduce the
problem to understanding the action of sequences of axial isometries. A direct consequence
of this approximation argument is Theorem 4.10, which states that the set of attractive
fixed points of axial isometries is dense in LΓ. It is also one of the key ingredients in
the proof of Theorems 4.13 and 4.15, which we state here in a simplified version. Let PΓ
denote the set of directions of limit points, and P regΓ ⊂ PΓ the set of directions of regular
limit points.
Theorem 1 If Γ ⊂ G is a nonelementary discrete group, then the limit set KΓ, considered
as a subset of the Furstenberg boundary, is a minimal closed set under the action of Γ.
Theorem 2 If Γ ⊂ G is a nonelementary discrete group, then the regular limit set LregΓ
splits as a product KΓ × P
reg
Γ .
To each axial isometry of a higher rank symmetric space we can associate a so-called
“translation vector”, a notion introduced by A. Parreau ( [P]) which generalises the
translation length in rank one spaces. Let ℓΓ denote the set of translation vectors of
axial isometries in Γ. Then we have the following
Theorem 3 If Γ ⊂ G is a nonelementary discrete group, then PΓ is equal to the closure
of ℓΓ.
Although these results are already known for Zariski dense subgroups of real reductive
linear groups (see e.g. [B], [CG]), the advantage of our approach is its purely geometric
nature which allows to easily adapt the methods to products of manifolds of pinched
negative curvature (compare [DK]).
The paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we recall some basic facts about
Riemannian symmetric spaces of noncompact type and decompositions of semisimple Lie
groups. We describe the G-orbit structure of the geometric boundary ∂X and introduce a
family of (possibly nonsymmetric) G-invariant pseudo distances on X which we will need
later on. In section 3 we classify individual isometries and describe their dynamics and
action on the geometric boundary. As a corollary we obtain Theorem 3.20, which gives a
new geometric construction of free groups. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the limit
set. We introduce and describe “nonelementary” groups of higher rank symmetric spaces.
For these groups, we prove the “approximation argument” Proposition 4.9 and describe
the dynamics of certain sequences of axial isometries. This leads directly to the proof of
Theorems 4.13, 4.15 and 4.16.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we recall basic facts about symmetric spaces of noncompact type (see
also [He], [BGS], [E], [W]) and introduce some notations for the sequel.
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2.1 Cartan and Iwasawa decomposition
Let X be a simply connected symmetric space of noncompact type with base point o ∈ X,
G = Isomo(X), and K the isotropy subgroup of o in G. It is well-known that G is
a semisimple Lie group with trivial centre and no compact factors, and K a maximal
compact subgroup of G. Denote by g and k the Lie algebras of G and K. Since G acts
transitively on X, we may identify X with the homogeneous space G/K. The geodesic
symmetry in o induces a Cartan involution θ on g, hence g = k⊕ p, where p ⊂ g denotes
its −1 eigenspace. The Killing form B of g induces a scalar product
〈X,Y 〉 := −B(X, θY ) , X, Y ∈ g (1)
on g. The tangent space ToX of X in o can be identified with p, and the Riemannian
exponential map at o is a diffeomorphism of p onto X. The scalar product 〈·, ·〉 of g
restricted to p therefore induces an scalar product 〈·, ·〉 on ToX which extends to a G-
invariant Riemannian metric on X with associated distance d. With respect to this metric,
X has nonpositive sectional curvature, and, up to rescaling in each factor, this metric is
the original one.
Let a ⊂ p be a maximal abelian subspace. Its dimension r is called the rank of X. The
choice of an open Weyl chamber a+ ⊂ a determines a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K,
where a+ denotes the closure of a+. We further put a1 := {H ∈ a
∣∣ ‖H‖ :=√〈H,H〉 = 1}.
If z = keHo ∈ X, we call k ∈ K an angular projection and H ∈ a+ the (unique)
Cartan projection of z.
Definition 2.1 For x, y ∈ X the unique vector H ∈ a+ with the property x = go and
y = geHo for some g ∈ G is called the Cartan vector of the ordered pair of points (x, y) ∈
X ×X and will be denoted H(x, y).
Let Σ be the set of roots of the pair (g, a), and Σ+ ⊂ Σ the set of positive roots determined
by the Weyl chamber a+. We denote gα the root space of α ∈ Σ, n
+ :=
∑
α∈Σ+ gα, and N
+
the Lie group exponential of the nilpotent Lie algebra n+. The decomposition G = KAN+
is called the Iwasawa decomposition associated to the Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K.
It induces a diffeomorphism N+ × a→ X, (n,H) 7→ neHo, and we have the formula
d(neHo, n′eH
′
o) ≥ d(eHo, eH
′
o) ∀n, n′ ∈ N+ ∀H,H ′ ∈ a . (2)
Let M denote the centraliser of a in K. The Iwasawa decomposition induces a natural
projection
πI : G → K/M
g = kan 7→ kM ,
which we will need in the sequel.
2.2 The Bruhat decomposition
Given an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN+, we consider the closed subgroup P =
MAN+ ⊂ G. The homogeneous space G/P is called the Furstenberg boundary which is
identified with K/M via the bijection
κ : G/P → K/M
gP 7→ πI(g) .
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The Furstenberg boundary hence has a natural differentiable structure arising from the
Lie group structure of K. Geometrically it can be described as the set of equivalence
classes of asymptotic Weyl chambers in X (see [M]).
Let M∗ be the normaliser of a in K, and W = M∗/M the Weyl group of the pair
(g, a). We denote by w∗ ∈ W the unique element such that Ad(mw∗)(−a
+) = a+ for any
representative mw∗ of w∗ in M∗, and put n
− := Ad(mw∗)n
+ =
∑
α∈Σ+ g−α. In the sequel
we will also need the opposition involution
ι : a → a
H 7→ −Ad(mw∗)H . (3)
The Bruhat decomposition of G with respect to the minimal parabolic subgroup P
is the disjoint union
G =
⋃
w∈W
N+mwP =
⋃
w∈W
UwmwP , (4)
where mw is an arbitrary representative of w in M
∗, and the sets Uw are the Lie group
exponentials of the subspaces
uw := n
+ ∩Ad(mw)n
− ⊂ n+ .
Then the orbit in the decomposition (4) corresponding to w∗ ∈ W is parametrised by
N+ = Uw∗ , and the restriction of the above bijection κ to N
+mw∗P defines a map
κ : N+ → K/M
n 7→ κ(nmw∗P ) .
Geometrically, this map can be interpreted in the following way: If n ∈ N+, then κ(n) ∈
K/M is the unique element such that the Weyl chamber κ(n)ea
+
o is asymptotic to the
Weyl chamber ne−a
+
o. The following property of the map κ is well-known:
Proposition 2.2 ( [He], chapter IX, Corollary 1.9)
The map κ is a diffeomorphism onto an open submanifold of K/M whose complement
consists of finitely many disjoint manifolds of strictly lower dimension.
It follows that the orbit N+mw∗P is a dense and open submanifold of the Furstenberg
boundary G/P . We will call a G-translate of the set N+mw∗P ⊂ G/P a big cell of the
Furstenberg boundary.
2.3 Compactification of X
The geometric boundary ∂X of X is the set of equivalence classes of asymptotic geodesic
rays endowed with the cone topology. This boundary is homeomorphic to the unit tangent
space of an arbitrary point in X.
We fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K and let o ∈ X be the unique point
stabilised by K. Then for k ∈ K and H ∈ a+1 , we denote by (k,H) the unique class in
∂X which contains the geodesic ray σ(t) = keHto, t > 0. We call k an angular projection,
and H the Cartan projection of (k,H). Again, the Cartan projection H of a point ξ ∈ ∂X
is unique, whereas its angular projection k is only determined up to right multiplication
by an element in the centraliser of H in K.
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If r = rank(X) > 1, we define the regular boundary ∂Xreg as the set of classes
with Cartan projection H ∈ a+1 . If rank(X) = 1, we use the convention ∂X
reg = ∂X.
Furthermore, the natural projection
πB : ∂Xreg → K/M
(k,H) 7→ kM
will be important in the sequel. The following lemma relates the cone topology to the
topology of K/M . It is a corollary of Lemma 2.9 in [L].
Lemma 2.3 A sequence (ξn) ⊂ ∂X
reg converges to ξ = (k,H) ∈ ∂Xreg in the cone
topology if and only if πB(ξn) converges to kM in K/M and the Cartan projections of ξn
converge to H in a+1 .
Hence πB is continuous, and rank(X) = 1 if and only if πB is a homeomorphism.
Let X := X ∪ ∂X. For x ∈ X and z ∈ X \ {x} we denote by σx,z the unique unit
speed geodesic emanating from x which contains z. We say that G = Kea
+
K is a Cartan
decomposition with respect to x ∈ X (and η ∈ ∂X) if x is the unique point fixed by the
maximal compact subgroup K ⊂ G (and σx,η(t) ⊂ e
a
+
x for all t > 0).
The isometry group of X has a natural action by homeomorphisms on the geometric
boundary. If g ∈ G and ξ = (k,H) ∈ ∂X, we have g ·(k,H) = (kg,H), where kg ∈ K is
an angular projection of the unique unit speed ray emanating from o asymptotic to the
ray g ·σo,ξ. Furthermore, the projection π
B induces an action of G by homeomorphisms
on the Furstenberg boundary K/M = πB(∂Xreg). More precisely, if G = Kea
+
K is a
Cartan decomposition with associated Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN+, and πI the
projection defined at the end of section 2.1, we have the following
Lemma 2.4 Let g ∈ G and ξ = (k,H) ∈ ∂X with k ∈ K and H ∈ a+1 . If k
′ ∈ K is such
that πI(gk) = k′M , then gξ = (k′,H).
In particular, if ξ ∈ ∂Xreg, then gπB(ξ) = πB(gξ) = k′M .
Proof. Let o ∈ X be the fixed point of K and consider the geodesic σ := σo,ξ, i.e.
σ(t) = keHto for t ∈ R. We write gk = k′an with k′ ∈ K, a ∈ A and n ∈ N+. In order
to prove that gσ(t) converges to (k′,H) ∈ ∂X as t → ∞, we let R >> 1 and ε > 0
arbitrary. For t > R we denote σt the geodesic emanating from o passing through gσ(t).
If st := d(o, gσ(t)), then by the triangle inequality |st− t| ≤ d(o, go). Using the convexity
of the distance function we estimate for t > R
d(k′eHRo, σt(R)) ≤
R
st
(
d(k′eHsto, gσ(st)) + d(gσ(st), σt(st))
)
=
R
st
(
d(k′eHsto, gkeHsto) + d(gσ(st), gσ(t))
)
=
R
st
(
d(k′eHsto, k′aneHsto) + d(σ(st), σ(t))
)
≤
R
st
(
d(o, ano) + d(o, go)
)
since d(eHso, aneHso) ≤ d(o, ano) for all s > 0. From st →∞ as t→∞ we conclude
d(k′eHRo, σt(R)) < ε
for t sufficiently large. Hence gξ = (k′,H). ✷
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Notice that G·ξ = K ·ξ for any ξ ∈ ∂X. Furthermore, G acts transitively on ∂X if
and only if rank(X) = 1.
A further difficulty in the higher rank setting is the fact that, in general, a pair of
boundary points can not be joined by a geodesic. The following sets will therefore play a
significant role in the sequel.
Definition 2.5 The visibility set at infinity viewed from ξ ∈ ∂X is the set
Vis∞(ξ) := {η ∈ ∂X | ∃ geodesic σ such that σ(−∞) = ξ , σ(∞) = η} .
The Bruhat visibility set viewed from ξ ∈ ∂Xreg is the image of Vis∞(ξ) under the projec-
tion πB : ∂Xreg → K/M , i.e.
VisB(ξ) = πB(Vis∞(ξ)) .
We remark that if rank(X) = 1, then VisB(ξ) ∼= Vis∞(ξ) = ∂X \ {ξ} for all ξ ∈ ∂X.
If ξ ∈ ∂Xreg is stabilised by the minimal parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G, then VisB(ξ) is
exactly the image under the map κ of the big cell N+mw∗P ⊂ G/P of maximal dimension
(see [L, Corollary 2.15] for a more general result). In particular, VisB(ξ) can be identified
with the nilpotent Lie group N+ or an arbitrary orbit N+x, x ∈ X. Moreover, all Bruhat
visibility sets are open and dense submanifolds of K/M by Proposition 2.2.
Furthermore, if ξ ∈ ∂X is arbitrary, x ∈ X, and
Nξ := {g ∈ G | lim
t→∞
d(gσx,ξ(t), σx,ξ(t)) = 0}
denotes the horospherical subgroup associated to ξ, then Vis∞(ξ) = Nξ · σx,ξ(−∞).
2.4 Directional distances
Let x, y ∈ X, ξ ∈ ∂X, and σ a geodesic ray in the class of ξ. We put
Bξ(x, y) := lim
s→∞
(
d(x, σ(s)) − d(y, σ(s))
)
.
This number is independent of the chosen ray σ, and the function
Bξ(·, y) : X → R
x 7→ Bξ(x, y)
is called the Busemann function centred at ξ based at y (see also [Ba, chapter II]). Using
Buseman functions we introduce an important family of (possibly nonsymmetric) pseudo
distances which we will need in the proof of Theorem 4.16.
Definition 2.6 Let ξ ∈ ∂X. We define the directional distance of the ordered pair (x, y) ∈
X ×X with respect to the subset G·ξ ⊆ ∂X by
BG·ξ : X ×X → R
(x, y) 7→ BG·ξ(x, y) := sup
g∈G
Bg·ξ(x, y) .
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Notice that in rank one symmetric spaces G·ξ = ∂X, hence BG·ξ equals the Riemannian
distance d for any ξ ∈ ∂X. In general, the corresponding estimate for the Buseman
functions implies
BG·ξ(x, y) ≤ d(x, y) ∀ ξ ∈ ∂X ∀x, y ∈ X .
Furthermore, BG·ξ is a (possibly nonsymmetric) G-invariant pseudo distance on X (for a
proof see [L, Proposition 3.7]), and we have
BG·ξ(x, y) = d(x, y) · sup
g∈G
cos∠x(y, gξ) .
In particular, if G = Kea
+
K is a Cartan decomposition, Hξ ∈ a
+
1 the Cartan projection of
ξ, andH(x, y) ∈ a+ the Cartan vector of the ordered pair (x, y) according to Definition 2.1,
then
BG·ξ(x, y) = 〈Hξ,H(x, y)〉 ∀x, y ∈ X . (5)
3 Individual Isometries
In this section, we recall the geometric classification and an algebraic characterisation of
individual isometries. We further describe their fixed point set and dynamical properties
when acting on the geometric boundary of X.
3.1 Geometric classification of isometries
If X is a Hadamard manifold, individual isometries of X can be classified geometrically
by means of the displacement function (compare [BGS, chapter 6])
dγ : X → R
x 7→ d(x, γx) for γ ∈ Isom(X) .
We will denote by l(γ) := infx∈X dγ(x) the translation length of γ.
Definition 3.1 A nontrivial isometry γ of X is called elliptic, if γ fixes a point in X,
and γ is called axial, if dγ assumes the infimum in X and l(γ) > 0.
We call γ parabolic, if dγ does not assume the infimum. If furthermore l(γ) = 0, then
γ is called strictly parabolic, if l(γ) > 0, we call γ mixed parabolic.
For γ ∈ Isom(X) we denote by Fix(γ) the set of fixed points of γ in X . The following
propositions summarise a few properties of individual isometries of a Hadamard manifold.
The proofs can be found in [Ba], chapter II.
Proposition 3.2 ( [Ba, Proposition II.3.2])
An isometry γ ∈ Isom(X) \ {id} is elliptic if and only if γ has a bounded orbit.
Proposition 3.3 ( [Ba, Proposition II.3.3])
An isometry γ ∈ Isom(X) \ {id} is axial if and only if there exists a unit speed geodesic
σ and a number l > 0 such that γ(σ(t)) = σ(t+ l) for all t ∈ R.
Proposition 3.4 ( [Ba, Proposition II.3.4])
If γ ∈ Isom(X) \ {id} is parabolic, then there exists a point η ∈ Fix(γ) ⊂ ∂X such that
Bη(x, γx) = 0 for all x ∈ X.
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3.2 The Jordan decomposition
From here on we restrict ourselves to the case of a globally symmetric space X of noncom-
pact type. The choice of an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN+ gives rise to a natural
algebraic characterisation of certain individual isometries.
Definition 3.5 An isometry γ ∈ G\{id} is called elliptic, if γ is conjugate to an element
in K, hyperbolic, if γ is conjugate to an element in A, and unipotent, if γ is conjugate to
an element in N+.
Notice that by Proposition 2.19.18 (1), (2) and (5) of [E], these definitions coincide with
the definitions of “elliptic”, “hyperbolic” and “unipotent” via the image under the ad-
joint representation of G in GL(g) . The following lemma further relates this algebraic
characterisation to the geometric classification of the previous subsection.
Lemma 3.6 γ ∈ G \ {id} is conjugate to an element in K if and only if γ fixes a point
in X. Hyperbolic isometries are axial, and unipotent isometries are strictly parabolic.
Proof. The first assertion is trivial, because the stabiliser of any point in X is conjugate
to K, the stabiliser of o ∈ X.
If γ is hyperbolic, there exists H ∈ a \ {0} and g ∈ G such that γ = geHg−1. The
unit speed geodesic σ defined by σ(t) := getH/||H||o then satisfies
γ(σ(t)) = (geHg−1)getH/||H||o = geH+tH/||H||o = σ(||H|| + t) ∀ t ∈ R ,
hence the claim follows from Proposition 3.3.
If γ is unipotent, there exists n ∈ N+ \ {id} and k ∈ K such that γ = knk−1. For
H ∈ a+1 we define the geodesic σ by σ(t) := ke
Hto, t ∈ R. Then
l(γ) = inf
x∈X
d(x, γx) ≤ inf
t>0
d(σ(t), γσ(t)) = inf
t>0
d(keHto, kneHto)
= inf
t>0
d(o, e−HtneHto) = 0 ,
because e−HtneHt → id as t → ∞. Furthermore, dγ does not assume the infimum in X,
because otherwise γ would be elliptic. ✷
We have the following remarkable Jordan decomposition of elements in G.
Theorem 3.7 ( [E, Theorem 2.19.24])
For any element g ∈ G there exists a unique triplet e, h, u in G with the following
properties: e is elliptic, h is hyperbolic and u is unipotent, e, h and u commute pairwise,
and g = ehu. Moreover, if g′ ∈ G commutes with g, then g′ commutes with e, h and u.
The triplet e, h, u is called the Jordan decomposition of g.
Let G = Kea
+
K be a Cartan decomposition. Due to the rich algebraic structure of
symmetric spaces, the translation length of an isometry γ ∈ G can be generalised to a
vector in a+. If
C(γ) := {H(x, γx) |x ∈ X} ⊆ a+ ,
whereH(x, γx) is the Cartan vector from Definition 2.1, then by Proposition V.2.1. in [P],
the closure of C(γ) in a+ contains a unique segment L(γ) of minimal length. This segment
is called the translation vector of γ. We further have ‖L(γ)‖ = l(γ) and L(γ) = L(h), if
e, h, u is the Jordan decomposition of γ. In particular, L(γ) is trivial if and only if γ is
elliptic or strictly parabolic.
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3.3 Isometries with positive translation length
We will see in the remainder of this section that there is an essential difference between
isometries γ ∈ G with l(γ) = 0 and l(γ) > 0. In the first case, we do not know a priori
the accumulation points of an orbit of the cyclic group 〈γ〉 in X. On the other hand, if
l(γ) is positive, then Proposition I.2.3 (2) in [P] implies that for all x ∈ X the limit of
the sequence (γjx) as j →∞ exists and is independent of x.
Definition 3.8 Let γ ∈ G be an isometry with positive translation length. The limit
γ+ := limj→∞ γ
jo is called the attractive fixed point of γ. The repulsive fixed point γ− of
γ is defined as the attractive fixed point of γ−1.
It will turn out that the fixed points γ+ and γ− play a significant role in the study of
the dynamics of γ. Furthermore, if e, h, u is the Jordan decomposition of γ, then Propo-
sition I.2.3 (2) in [P] and its proof show that γ+ = h+, γ− = h− and γ− ∈ Vis∞(γ+).
We fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K with respect to o ∈ X and the associated
Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN+. Recall that πI is the natural projection G→ K/M
introduced at the end of section 2.1, and ι the opposition involution defined by (3). The
following lemma describes the coordinates of the fixed points γ+ and γ− ∈ Vis∞(γ+).
Lemma 3.9 Let γ ∈ G be an isometry with nontrivial translation vector L ∈ a+, and
g ∈ G such that the hyperbolic component h in the Jordan decomposition of γ belongs to
gea
+
g−1. If k, k′ ∈ K are such that πI(g) = kM , πI(gm−1w∗ ) = k
′M , then γ+ = (k, L/||L||)
and γ− = (k′, ι(L)/||L||).
Proof. By the remark after Definition 3.8 it suffices to prove the claim for γ hyperbolic.
We first treat the case γ = eL. Then the geodesic σ defined by σ(t) := etL/||L||o for t ∈ R
is invariant under γ, and we have γ± = σ(±∞).
Furthermore, γ+ = σ(∞) = (id, L/||L||), and for t > 0 we have
σ(−t||L||) = e−Lto = m−1w∗e
−Ad(mw∗ )Lto = m−1w∗e
ι(L)to ,
hence γ− = σ(−∞) = (m−1w∗ , ι(L)/||L||).
If γ = geLg−1 with g ∈ G, then γ± = gσ(±∞), and the assertion follows from
Lemma 2.4. ✷
For γ ∈ G with L(γ) 6= 0 we put F (γ) := {x ∈ X |σx,γ+(−∞) = γ
−} , i.e. F (γ)
consists of the union of all parallel geodesics joining γ+ to γ−. By Proposition 2.11.4
of [E], F (γ) is a complete, totally geodesic submanifold of X. Moreover, if e denotes the
elliptic component in the Jordan decomposition of γ, then F (γ) ∩ Fix(e) 6= ∅.
The following proposition shows that if γ+ and γ− are contained in the regular bound-
ary, then γ is axial. Although this fact is probably well-known, we include a geometric
proof for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 3.10 Let γ ∈ G be an isometry with L(γ) ∈ a+ \ {id}. Then γ is axial.
Proof. Let e, h, u be the Jordan decomposition, and γ+, γ− ∈ ∂Xreg the attractive and
repulsive fixed point of γ. We fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K with respect to
o ∈ F (γ) ∩ Fix(e) and γ+ ∈ ∂Xreg, and the associated Iwasawa decomposition G =
KAN+. By Proposition 4.1.5 of [E], γ+ and γ− are fixed by e, h and u, in particular
e, u ∈MAN+ = StabG(γ
+). Furthermore, h = eL(γ) and F (γ) = Ao.
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We claim that e ∈M and u = id. Write e = man with m ∈ M , a ∈ A and n ∈ N+.
Since o ∈ Fix(e) we have
0 = d(o, eo) = d(o,mano) = d(a−1o, no)
(2)
≥ d(a−1o, o) ,
which implies a = id and n = id. Hence e ∈M .
Next we write u = man with m ∈ M , a ∈ A and n ∈ N+, and put H :=
L(γ)/||L(γ)|| ∈ a+1 . We consider the geodesic σ = σo,γ+ and compute for t > 0
d(uσ(−t), σ(−t)) = d(mane−Hto, e−Hto) ≥ d(mane−Hto,mae−Hto)
−d(mae−Hto, e−Hto) = d(eHtne−Hto, o)− d(ao, o) .
Now if n 6= id, the righthand side is unbounded as t→∞. Therefore uσ(−∞) = σ(−∞)
implies n = id, hence u = ma. This is impossible if u 6= id, because the isometry ma
assumes the infimum of its displacement function, but u doesn’t. ✷
3.4 Dynamics of axial isometries
For axial isometries, we are able to describe the action on the geometric boundary more
precisely. If γ ∈ Isom(X) is axial, we call the set
Ax(γ) := {x ∈ X | d(x, γx) = l(γ)}
the axis of γ. It is invariant under the action of the cyclic group 〈γ〉, closed, convex, and
consists of the union of all geodesics translated by γ (see [E, Proposition 1.9.2 (2)]). In
particular, Ax(γ) = F (γ), and the set of fixed points Fix(γ) of γ in X equals ∂Ax(γ).
We fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K of G = Isomo(X) with respect to o ∈ X,
and choose x ∈ Ax(γ) arbitrary. Then the translation vector of γ is given by
L(γ) = H(x, γx) ∈ a+ ,
where H(x, γx) denotes the Cartan vector from Definition 2.1. Furthermore, we have the
following
Proposition 3.11 ( [E, Proposition 2.19.18 (3) and Corollary 2.19.19])
An isometry γ ∈ G is axial if and only if γ is conjugate to eHm, where H ∈ a+ \ {0} and
m ∈ {k ∈ K |Ad(k)H = H}. Moreover, H ∈ a+ equals the translation vector L(γ) of γ.
For the sake of simplicity, we will restrict ourselves here to the action of the following
kind of axial isometries. For a more general treatment of arbitrary axial isometries we
refer the reader to [L], chapter 5.2.
Definition 3.12 An isometry γ ∈ G with translation vector L(γ) ∈ a+ \ {id} is called a
regular axial isometry.
In order to describe the dynamics of regular axial isometries on the geometric boundary
∂X of X, we introduce an auxiliary distance for the Bruhat visibility sets VisB(ξ), ξ ∈
∂Xreg, defined in section 2.3.
Let G = Kea
+
K be a Cartan decomposition with respect to x ∈ X and ξ ∈ ∂Xreg
arbitrary, and G = KAN+ the associated Iwasawa decomposition. Recall that N+ is the
Lie group exponential of n+ =
∑
α∈Σ+ gα. As mentioned at the end of section 2.3, Vis
B(ξ)
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can be identified with the submanifold N+x of X. Let Bα denote the scalar product on
n+ which equals the scalar product (1) on gα, and is zero on gβ for β 6= α. Then the scalar
product
ds2x,ξ =
1
2
∑
α∈Σ+
Bα
on n+ extends to an N+–invariant metric for the submanifold N+x of X with associated
Riemannian distance dx,ξ on N
+x ∼= VisB(ξ). We remark that for y ∈ X, the distance
dy,ξ is equivalent to the distance dx,ξ on Vis
∞(ξ). Furthermore, since the map κ is a
diffeomorphism from N+ onto a dense open subset of K/M , it follows that the topology
induced by the distance dx,ξ on Vis
B(ξ) ⊂ K/M is equivalent to the original topology
on K/M . The following lemma describes how this distance behaves under the action of a
regular axial isometry. Recall that ι is the opposition involution defined by (3).
Lemma 3.13 Let h be a regular axial isometry, x ∈ Ax(h) and h+, h− the attractive and
repulsive fixed point of h. Fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K with respect to x and
h+, denote L ∈ a+ the translation vector of h, and put α+ := min{α(L/||L||) |α ∈ Σ
+},
α− := min{α(ι(L)/||L||) |α ∈ Σ
+}. If η+ ∈ ∂Ax(h) ∩ ∂Xreg satisfies πB(η+) = πB(h+),
and η− := σx,η+(−∞), then
∀ ξ ∈ Vis∞(η+) dx,η+(h
−1ξ, η−) ≤ e−α+||L||dx,η+(ξ, η
−) ,
∀ ξ ∈ Vis∞(η−) dx,η−(h · ξ, η
+) ≤ e−α−||L||dx,η−(ξ, η
+) .
Proof. Let G = KAN+ be the Iwasawa decomposition associated to the given Cartan
decomposition. Then by Proposition 3.11 there exists m ∈ M such that h = eLm. If
σ := σx,η+ , then ξ ∈ Vis
∞(η+) implies the existence of n ∈ N+ such that ξ = nσ(−∞).
Let ε > 0 and c : [0, 1] → N+x a curve in the submanifold N+x with c(0) = x,
c(1) = nx and ∫ 1
0
‖c˙(t)‖ dt < dx,η+(ξ, η
−) + ε .
For t ∈ [0, 1], we write c(t) = n(t)x with n(t) ∈ N+ and put
Z(t) := DLn(t)−1
d
ds
∣∣
s=t
n(s) ∈ n+ .
Then, by definition of the metric, ‖c˙(t)‖2 = ds2x,η+(Z(t), Z(t)).
Since h−1 fixes η−, and h−1ξ corresponds to the element h−1nhx in N+x, the curve
ch(t) := h
−1n(t)hx joins x to h−1nhx, hence
dx,η+(h
−1ξ, η−) ≤
∫ 1
0
‖c˙h(t)‖ dt .
Here ‖c˙h(t)‖
2 = ds2x,η+(Ad(h
−1)Z(t),Ad(h−1)Z(t)). Since M normalises N+ we have
Ad(m)Z(t) ∈ n+ for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore,
ds2x,η+(Ad(m
−1)Z(t),Ad(m−1)Z(t)) = ds2x,η+(Z(t), Z(t))
because the scalar product (1) on g and hence Bα, α ∈ Σ
+, is invariant by Ad(K). We
conclude
ds2x,η+(Ad(h
−1)Z(t),Ad(h−1)Z(t)) = ds2x,η+(Ad(e
−L)Z(t),Ad(e−L)Z(t))
≤ max
α∈Σ+
e−2α(L)ds2x,η+(Z(t), Z(t)) .
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Putting α+ := min{α(L/||L||) |α ∈ Σ
+} > 0 we summarise
dx,η+(h
−1ξ, η−) ≤ e−α+||L||
∫ 1
0
‖c˙(t)‖ dt < e−α+||L||
(
dx,η+(ξ, η
−) + ε
)
,
and the first claim follows as ε tends to zero.
Concerning the second assertion we remark that h−1 is regular axial with translation
vector ι(L) ∈ a+. Furthermore, Ax(h−1) = Ax(h), hence the assertion follows from the
first claim. ✷
For the following important corollary we fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K.
Corollary 3.14 Let h be a regular axial isometry and σ ⊂ Ax(h) a regular geodesic
with πB(σ(∞)) = πB(h+), πB(σ(−∞)) = πB(h−). Then
∀ ξ ∈ Vis∞(σ(+∞)) lim
j→∞
h−jξ = σ(−∞) ,
∀ ξ ∈ Vis∞(σ(−∞)) lim
j→∞
hjξ = σ(+∞) .
In particular, for all ξ ∈ ∂Xreg with πB(ξ) ∈ VisB(h−) the sequence πB(hjξ) converges
to πB(h+) in K/M as j →∞.
3.5 Dynamics of strictly parabolic isometries
We are finally going to study nonelliptic isometries with zero translation length. If X is a
rank one symmetric space, and γ a parabolic isometry of X, then γ fixes a unique point
η ∈ ∂X. Moreover, for all z ∈ X we have γjz → η and γ−jz → η as j →∞. Unfortunately,
this is far from being true in higher rank symmetric spaces. We only know that if γ is
parabolic with fixed point η as in Proposition 3.4, then the set of accumulation points
of the cyclic group 〈γ〉 is contained in the boundary of every horosphere centred at η.
Furthermore, if γ is mixed parabolic then, as pointed out at the beginning of section 3.3,
we have
lim
j→∞
γjx = γ+ and lim
j→∞
γ−jx = γ− ∀x ∈ X .
In this section we are going to describe the dynamics of strictly parabolic isometries on
the geometric boundary.
Proposition 3.15 Let γ be a strictly parabolic isometry, and η ∈ ∂X a fixed point of
γ. Then either γ fixes a point in Vis∞(η), or for any compact subset C ⊂ Vis∞(η) there
exists an integer N ∈ N such that
γjC ∩ C = γ−jC ∩ C = ∅ ∀ j ≥ N .
Proof. Let e, h, u be the Jordan decomposition of γ. Since γ is strictly parabolic, we have
h = id. Fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K with respect to o ∈ Fix(e) and η ∈ ∂X,
and let G = KAN+ be the associated Iwasawa decomposition. Then u ∈ N+ and e fixes
η. If
N+η := {g ∈ G | lim
t→∞
d(gσo,η(t), σo,η(t)) = 0} ⊆ N
+
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is the horospherical subgroup associated to η, we have Vis∞(η) = N+η · σo,η(−∞). Fur-
thermore, if H ∈ a+1 is the Cartan projection of η, its Lie algebra is given by
n+η :=
∑
α∈Σ+
α(H)>0
gα ⊆ n
+ ,
and the exponential map exp : n+η → N
+
η is a diffeomorphism. We endow n
+
η with the
norm ‖| · ‖| associated to the restriction of the scalar product (1) to n+η , and for R > 0 we
put n+η (R) := {Z ∈ n
+
η | ‖|Z‖| < R}. Then, given a compact set C ⊂ Vis
∞(η), there exists
R > 0 such that
C ⊂ exp
(
n+η (R)
)
· σo,η(−∞) .
Let ξ ∈ Vis∞(η) arbitrary and Z ∈ n+η such that ξ = exp(Z) · σo,η(−∞). We write
u = exp(
∑
α∈Σ+
Yα) and Z =
∑
α∈Σ+
α(H)>0
Zα with Yα, Zα ∈ gα .
If Yα = 0 for all α ∈ Σ
+ with α(H) > 0, then ad(H)Yα = 0 for all α ∈ Σ
+, hence
eHtue−Ht = u for all t ∈ R. Since e fixes σo,η pointwise, we conclude
d(σo,η(−t), γσo,η(−t)) = d(σo,η(−t), uσo,η(−t)) = d(o, e
Htue−Hto) = d(o, uo)
for all t ∈ R. In particular, γ fixes σo,η(−∞).
So if γ does not fix a point in Vis∞(η), there exists α ∈ Σ+ such that α(H) > 0 and
Yα 6= 0. We may therefore choose β ∈ Σ
+ such that β(H) > 0, Yβ 6= 0 and β(H) ≤ α(H)
for all α ∈ Σ+ with α(H) > 0 and Yα 6= 0. For j ∈ N we write
u±j exp(Z) = exp(Y (±j)) = exp(
∑
α∈Σ+
Y (±j)α ) with Y
(±j)
α ∈ gα .
Then [gα, gα′ ] ⊆ gα+α′ for all α,α
′ ∈ Σ+ and the Campbell Hausdorff formula imply
Y
(±j)
β = ±jYβ + Zβ +Xβ ,
where Xβ ∈ gβ is a term consisting of successive Lie brackets of the Zα. In particular,
‖|Xβ‖| is bounded, and therefore ‖|Y
(j)
β ‖| and ‖|Y
(−j)
β ‖| tend to infinity as j → ∞. Since
root spaces associated to different roots in Σ+ are orthogonal with respect to the scalar
product (1) (see [He, Theorem III.4.2 (iii)]), we have
‖|Y (±j)‖| =
√∑
α∈Σ+
‖|Y
(±j)
α ‖|2 ≥ ‖|Y
(±j)
β ‖| ≥ j‖|Yβ‖| − ‖|Zβ‖| − ‖|Xβ‖| .
Now by Ad(K)-invariance of the scalar product (1) and e ∈ K we obtain ‖|Ad(e±j)Y (±j)‖| =
‖|Y (±j)‖| ≥ ‖|Y
(±j)
β ‖|. Hence if j > (R + ‖|Zβ‖|+ ‖|Xβ‖|)/‖|Yβ‖|, we deduce
γ±j exp(Z)σo,η(−∞) = exp(Ad(e
±j)Y (±j))σo,η(−∞) /∈ C ,
since e commutes with u and fixes σo,η. By compactness of C there exists N ∈ N such
that for any ξ ∈ C and all j ≥ N we have γjξ /∈ C and γ−jξ /∈ C. ✷
For the following kind of parabolic isometries we have similar dynamics on the geo-
metric boundary as in rank one symmetric spaces. They will also play an important role
for the construction of free groups in the following section.
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Definition 3.16 An isometry γ ∈ G \ {id} is called generic parabolic, if γ is strictly
parabolic and possesses a unique fixed point in each G–invariant subset of the regular
geometric boundary ∂Xreg.
The following lemma will be convenient in the sequel.
Lemma 3.17 If γ is generic parabolic and e, h, u its Jordan decomposition, then h = id,
e is conjugate to an element in M , and u is conjugate to an element n ∈ N+ with the
property n /∈ mwN
+m−1w for all nontrivial Weyl group elements w ∈W \ {id}.
Proof. Let e, h, u be the Jordan decomposition and η ∈ ∂Xreg a fixed point of γ. Since γ is
strictly parabolic, we have l(γ) = l(h) = 0, hence h = id. Furthermore, Proposition 4.1.5
of [E] implies that η is fixed by both e and u. Let G = Kea
+
K be a Cartan decomposition
with respect to o ∈ Fix(e) and η ∈ ∂Xreg, and G = KAN+ the associated Iwasawa
decomposition. Then u ∈ N+ and e ∈ MAN+ = StabG(η). We write e = man with
m ∈M , a ∈ A and n ∈ N+. Since o ∈ Fix(e) we have
0 = d(o, eo) = d(o,mano) = d(a−1o, no)
(2)
≥ d(a−1o, o)
which implies a = id and n = id. Hence e ∈M .
Next suppose there exists w ∈ W \ {id} such that u ∈ mwN
+m−1w . Then mwη 6= η
and, since N+ fixes η, we have umwη = mwη. Now e ∈ M implies emwη = mwη, i.e.
mwη ∈ G·η is fixed by γ = eu, in contradiction to the fact that η is the unique fixed point
of γ in G·η. ✷
Recall the definition of the map κ from section 2.2.
Proposition 3.18 If γ is generic parabolic and η ∈ ∂Xreg a fixed point of γ, then for
any ξ ∈ G·η we have
lim
j→∞
γjξ = lim
j→∞
γ−jξ = η .
Proof. Let e, h = id, u be the Jordan decomposition of γ. We fix a Cartan decomposition
G = Kea
+
K with respect to o ∈ Fix(e) and η ∈ ∂Xreg, and the associated Iwasawa
decomposition G = KAN+. Denote by H ∈ a+1 the Cartan projection of η and let
V ⊂ K/M be an open neighbourhood of πB(η). For w ∈W we denote ‖ · ‖w the norm on
uw := n
+ ∩Ad(mw)n
− associated to the restriction of the scalar product (1) to uw. Then
by the Bruhat decomposition there exists R > 0 such that with Uw(R) := {expZ |Z ∈
uw with ||Z||w ≤ R} we have
K/M \ κ
( ⋃
w∈W\{id}
Uw(R)mwP
)
⊂ V .
Hence it suffices to prove that for all ξ ∈ ∂Xreg and j sufficiently large
πB(γ±jξ) ∈ K/M \ κ
( ⋃
w∈W\{id}
Uw(R)mwP
)
.
Let ξ ∈ ∂Xreg arbitrary. If πB(ξ) = πB(η), there is nothing to prove. If πB(ξ) 6= πB(η),
there exists w ∈W \ {id} and Z ∈ uw such that π
B(ξ) ∈ κ(exp(Z)mwP ). As in the proof
of the previous proposition we write
u = exp(
∑
α∈Σ+
Yα) and Z =
∑
α∈Σ+
Zα with Yα, Zα ∈ gα .
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Since u /∈ mwN
+m−1w there exists α ∈ Σ
+ such that Yα 6= 0 and Ad(m
−1
w )Yα ∈ n
−, i.e.
Yα ∈ uw. Hence we may choose β ∈ Σ
+ such that β(H) ≤ α(H) for all α ∈ Σ+ with
Yα 6= 0 and Yα ∈ uw. For j ∈ N, we write
u±j exp(Z) = exp(Y (±j)) = exp(
∑
α∈Σ+
Y (±j)α ) with Y
(±j)
α ∈ gα .
Then [gα, gα′ ] ⊆ gα+α′ for all α,α
′ ∈ Σ+ and the Campbell Hausdorff formula imply
Y
(±j)
β = ±jYβ + Zβ +Xβ ,
where Xβ ∈ gβ is a term consisting of successive Lie brackets of the Zα. In particular,
‖Xβ‖w is bounded, and therefore ‖Y
(j)
β ‖w and ‖Y
(−j)
β ‖w tend to infinity as j →∞. As
before, we obtain by the Ad(K)-invariance of the scalar product (1)
‖Ad(e±j)Y (±j)‖w = ‖Y
(±j)‖w ≥ ‖Y
(±j)
β ‖w ≥ j‖Yβ‖w − ‖Zβ‖w − ‖Xβ‖w .
Hence for j ∈ N sufficiently large we have ‖Ad(e±j)Y (±j)‖w > R and the claim follows
from πB(γ(±j)ξ) = κ
(
exp(Ad(e±j)Y (±j))mwP
)
. ✷
3.6 Construction of free groups
We will now apply the results of the previous sections to produce Schottky groups, an in-
teresting kind of free and discrete isometry groups of infinite covolume. Their construction
is based on the following
Lemma 3.19 (Klein’s Criterion) (see [Ha])
Let G be a group acting on a set S, Γ1,Γ2 two subgroups of G, where Γ1 contains at
least three elements, and let Γ be the subgroup they generate. Assume that there exist two
nonempty subsets S1, S2 in S with S2 not included in S1 such that γ(S2) ⊆ S1 for all
γ ∈ Γ1 \ {id} and γ(S1) ⊆ S2 for all γ ∈ Γ2 \ {id}. Then Γ is isomorphic to the free
product Γ1 ∗ Γ2.
For the remainder of this section we fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K with respect
to the base point o ∈ X. Recall from the remark following Definition 2.5 that a finite
intersection of sets VisB(ξi) ⊂ K/M , ξi ∈ ∂X
reg, is a dense and open subset of K/M .
The following theorem describes a new geometric construction of finitely generated free
groups containing parabolic isometries.
Theorem 3.20 Let X be a globally symmetric space of noncompact type, and
{ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ2l, ξ2l+1, . . . , ξ2l+p} ⊂ ∂X
reg a set of 2l + p points such that
πB(ξi) ∈
2l+p⋂
n=1
n 6=i
VisB(ξn) ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2l + p} .
Then there exist regular axial isometries γ1, γ2, . . . , γl with γ
+
m = ξ2m and π
B(γ−m) =
πB(ξ2m−1) for 1 ≤ m ≤ l, and generic parabolic isometries γl+1, γl+2, . . . , γl+p with fixed
points ξ2l+1, ξ2l+2, . . . , ξ2l+p respectively. Furthermore, there exist pairwise disjoint open
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neighbourhoods Ui ⊂ K/M of π
B(ξi), 1 ≤ i ≤ 2l + p, such that with C :=
⋃2l+p
i=1 Ui we
have
γm(C \ U2m−1) ⊂ U2m , γ
−1
m (C \ U2m) ⊂ U2m−1 for 1 ≤ m ≤ l , and
γm
(
K/M \ Um) ⊂ Um , γ
−1
m
(
K/M \ Um) ⊂ Um for l + 1 ≤ m ≤ l + p .
In particular, the finitely generated group 〈γ1, γ2, . . . , γl, γl+1, . . . , γl+p〉 ⊂ Isom
o(X) is free
and discrete.
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 2l+ p we choose open neighbourhoods Ui ⊂ K/M of π
B(ξi) such that
Ui ⊂
2l+p⋂
n=1
n 6=i
VisB(ξn) , and put C :=
2l+p⋃
i=1
Ui ⊂ K/M .
Since for any m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l} we have ξ2m ∈ ∂X
reg and πB(ξ2m−1) ∈ Vis
B(ξ2m),
there exist regular unit speed geodesics σm : R → X such that σm(∞) = ξ2m and
πB(σm(−∞)) = π
B(ξ2m−1). For 1 ≤ m ≤ l let hm be a regular axial isometry with
hmσm(t) = σm(t+1) for all t ∈ R. In particular, hm possesses the attractive and repulsive
fixed points h+m = σm(∞) = ξ2m and h
−
m = σm(−∞). By Corollary 3.14 and the fact that
C \ U2m−1 ⊂ Vis
B(ξ2m−1), C \ U2m ⊂ Vis
B(ξ2m) are compact, there exists km ∈ N such
that for all j ≥ km we have h
j
m(C \ U2m−1) ⊂ U2m and h
−j
m (C \ U2m) ⊂ U2m−1. Putting
γm := h
km
m , we obtain the desired regular axial isometries and the corresponding open
neighbourhoods.
Similarly, for 1 ≤ m ≤ p we choose a generic parabolic isometry um in the horospher-
ical subgroup associated to ξl+m. By Proposition 3.18, there exists km ∈ N such that for
all j ≥ km we have
ujm(K/M \ Ul+m) ⊂ Ul+m and u
−j
m (K/M \ Ul+m) ⊂ Ul+m .
Putting γl+m := u
km
m we obtain the desired generic parabolic isometries with correspond-
ing open neighbourhoods Ul+1, . . . , Ul+p.
In order to apply Klein’s Criterion, we put S1 := U1 ∪ U2 and S2 := U3 ∪ U4. Since
S2 ⊂ C \(U1∪U2) we have 〈γ1〉·S2 ⊂ S1. Similarly, S1 ⊂ C \(U3∪U4) implies 〈γ2〉·S1 ⊂ S2.
Hence the group generated by γ1 and γ2 is free by Klein’s Criterion.
For i ∈ {1, . . . , l+p} we denote Γi the group generated by the elements γm for m ≤ i.
If 2 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 we put S′i :=
⋃i
n=1(U2n−1 ∪ U2n) and Si+1 := U2i+1 ∪ U2i+2 . Since
Si+1 ⊂ C \
2i⋃
n=1
Un
we have γ ·Si+1 ⊂ S
′
i for all γ ∈ Γi \{id}. From S
′
i ⊂ C \ (U2i+1∪U2i+2) we further obtain
〈γi+1〉·S
′
i ⊂ Si+1, hence the group Γi+1 generated by the elements γm for m ≤ i + 1, is
free. We conclude inductively that Γl := 〈γ1, γ2, . . . , γl〉 is free.
We next consider the sets S′l and U2l+1. Since S
′
l ⊂ K/M \ U2l+1 and
U2l+1 ⊂ C \
2l⋃
n=1
Un
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we have 〈γl+1〉·S
′
l ⊂ U2l+1 and γ ·U2l+1 ⊂ S
′
l for all γ ∈ Γl \ {id}, hence the group Γl+1 is
free.
Form ∈ {2, . . . , p−1} we put S′l+m :=
⋃2l+m
n=1 Un . Again from S
′
l+m ⊂ K/M \U2l+m+1
and
U2l+m+1 ⊂ C \
2l+m⋃
n=1
Un
we obtain 〈γl+m+1〉·S
′
l+m ⊂ U2l+m+1 and γ · U2l+m+1 ⊂ S
′
l+m for all γ ∈ Γl+m \ {id}. We
conclude inductively that 〈γ1, γ2, . . . , γl+p〉 is free.
Finally suppose Γ := 〈γ1, γ2, . . . , γl+p〉 is not discrete. Then there exists a sequence
(hj) ⊂ Γ converging to the identity. For j ∈ N we write hj := s
(j)
kj
s
(j)
kj−1
. . . s
(j)
1 as a reduced
word, i.e. s
(j)
m ∈ {γ1, γ
−1
1 , γ2, γ
−1
2 . . . , γl+p, γ
−1
l+p} for 1 ≤ m ≤ kj , and s
(j)
m+1 6= (s
(j)
m )−1 for
1 ≤ m ≤ kj − 1. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that s
(j)
kj
= s and
s
(j)
1 = s
′ for all j ∈ N. We denote U,U ′ ∈ {U1, U2, . . . , U2l, . . . , U2l+p} the corresponding
neighbourhoods of the (attractive) fixed point of s, s′. Let η ∈ ∂Xreg such that πB(η) ∈
C \(U ∪U ′). Then πB(s
(j)
1 η) ∈ U
′, hence by the dynamics of the generators of Γ the point
πB(hjη) is contained in U for all j ∈ N. On the other hand, since hj converges to the
identity, πB(hjη) converges to π
B(η) ∈ C \ (U ∪ U ′), a contradiction. ✷
4 Discrete isometry groups
In this section we define the geometric limit set of a discrete isometry group of a globally
symmetric space X of noncompact type. We extend the familiar notion of “nonelemen-
tary” groups from rank one to higher rank symmetric spaces. We will then describe the
structure of the limit set of such nonelementary groups using Theorem 4.12 as our main
tool.
In this section, X will again denote a globally symmetric space of noncompact type
with base point o ∈ X, and G = Isomo(X) the connected component of the identity.
4.1 The limit set
Definition 4.1 A subgroup Γ ⊂ G is called discrete, if it has a discrete orbit in X. In
this case, the geometric limit set LΓ of Γ is defined by LΓ := Γ·o ∩ ∂X.
We remark that this definition can be extended to isometry groups of arbitrary
Hadamard manifolds. Furthermore, the geometric limit set does not depend on the chosen
base point o.
Due to the rich algebraic structure of symmetric spaces, we can consider various sets
describing asymptotic properties of a discrete isometry group Γ. In order to do so, we
fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K with respect to o ∈ X. Recall that the map
πB : ∂Xreg → K/M denotes the projection introduced in section 2.3.
Definition 4.2 We call the set of regular limit points LregΓ := LΓ∩∂X
reg the regular limit
set, and the projection KΓ := π
B(LregΓ ) ⊆ K/M the transversal limit set of Γ. The set of
Cartan projections of all points in the geometric limit set LΓ of Γ is called the directional
limit set PΓ ⊆ a
+
1 , the limit cone ℓΓ ⊆ a
+
1 of Γ is defined by
ℓΓ := {L(γ)/||L(γ)|| | γ ∈ Γ regular axial} .
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The following lemma is well-known and remains true for discrete isometry groups of
Hadamard manifolds. We include the proof for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 4.3 Let Γ ⊂ G be a discrete group and h ∈ Γ axial. If ϕ ∈ Γ fixes h+, then ϕ
commutes with a power of h.
Proof. Let x ∈ Ax(h) and l > 0 the translation length of h. Then for all n ∈ N
d(x, h−nϕhnx) = d(hnx, ϕhnx) = d(σx,h+(nl), ϕσx,h+(nl))
is bounded from above by a constant r ≥ 0 because ϕ fixes h+. Since #(Γx ∩ Bx(r)) is
finite by discreteness of Γ, we conclude that
h−nϕhn = h−mϕhm
for integers m > n, i.e. ϕ commutes with hm−n 6= id. ✷
4.2 Nonelementary groups
We are now going to generalise to symmetric spaces X of higher rank the notion of
“nonelementary groups” familiar in the context of isometry groups of real hyperbolic
spaces. Let G = Kea
+
K be a Cartan decomposition with respect to o ∈ X.
Definition 4.4 A discrete subgroup Γ of the isometry group Isomo(X) is called nonele-
mentary if LregΓ 6= ∅ and if for all ξ, η ∈ L
reg
Γ we have
πB(Γ·ξ) ∩ VisB(η) 6= ∅ .
Otherwise Γ is called elementary.
Notice that an abelian discrete group Γ ⊂ Isomo(X) of axial isometries is elementary,
because its limit set is contained in the boundary of the invariant maximal flats. Hence
Γ·ξ = ξ for every ξ ∈ LregΓ which implies π
B(Γ·ξ) = πB(ξ) /∈ VisB(ξ). The same argument
shows that a discrete group Γ ⊂ Isomo(X) is elementary, if it is contained in the stabiliser
of a regular limit point.
The following lemma provides a first example of nonelementary groups:
Lemma 4.5 If Γ ⊂ G is a discrete group containing l ≥ 2 regular axial isometries
γ1, γ2, . . . , γl with
πB(γ+i ), π
B(γ−i ) ∈
l⋂
m=1
m6=i
(
VisB(γ+m) ∩ Vis
B(γ−m)
)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l , and
KΓ ⊆
l⋃
i=1
(
VisB(γ+i ) ∪ Vis
B(γ−i )
)
, (6)
then Γ is nonelementary.
In particular, free groups generated by l ≥ 2 regular axial isometries γ1, . . . , γl as in
Theorem 3.20 and the additional property (6) are nonelementary.
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Proof. We denote Γ′ := 〈γ1, γ2, . . . , γl〉 and let U1, U2, . . . , U2l ⊂ K/M be pairwise disjoint
open sets as in Theorem 3.20. Choose ξ, η ∈ LregΓ arbitrary. Then by (6) there exist
g, h ∈ {γ1, γ
−1
1 , . . . , γl, γ
−1
l } such that π
B(ξ) ∈ VisB(g+) and πB(η) ∈ VisB(h+).
If g 6= h, then πB(g−) ∈ VisB(h−). Since VisB(h−) is open, and πB(g−jξ) converges
to πB(g−) as j →∞ by Corollary 3.14, there exists n ∈ N such that πB(g−nξ) ∈ VisB(h−).
Now πB(h+) ∈ VisB(η) and the same argument as before imply the existence of m ∈ N
such that πB(hmg−nξ) ∈ VisB(η).
If g = h, we choose γ ∈ {γ1, γ
−1
1 , . . . , γl, γ
−1
l } \ {g, g
−1}. Then we have πB(ξ) ∈
VisB(g+), πB(g−) ∈ VisB(γ−), πB(γ+) ∈ VisB(g−) and πB(g+) ∈ VisB(η). There-
fore Corollary 3.14 implies the existence of integers n,m, k ∈ N such that πB(g−nξ) ∈
VisB(γ−), πB(γmg−nξ) ∈ VisB(g−) and finally πB(gkγmg−nξ) ∈ VisB(η). ✷
We remark that condition (6) is not very restrictive, because the sets VisB(γ+i ) are
dense and open in K/M . Moreover, the same arguments as in the proof above yield the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.6 Let Γ ⊂ G be a discrete group containing a generic parabolic isometry u
with fixed point η ∈ ∂Xreg. If Γ further contains a regular axial isometry h such that
πB(η) ∈ VisB(h+) ∩ VisB(h−), or a second generic parabolic isometry with fixed point
ζ ∈ ∂Xreg and πB(ζ) ∈ VisB(η) , then Γ is nonelementary.
In particular, free groups 〈γ1, . . . , γl, γl+1, . . . , γl+p〉 as in Theorem 3.20 with at least
two generators and p ≥ 1 are nonelementary.
We are finally able to justify our choice of the notion “nonelementary”. The following
lemmata state that for torsion free discrete isometry groups of rank one symmetric spaces,
our definition coincides with the familiar one.
Lemma 4.7 If rank(X) = 1, then a discrete isometry group Γ ⊂ Isomo(X) is nonelemen-
tary if it possesses infinitely many limit points.
Proof. Since rank(X) = 1, we have ∂Xreg = ∂X by convention, ∂X is homeomorphic to
πB(∂X), and ∂X = Vis∞(ζ) ∪ {ζ} for any point ζ in the geometric boundary.
Suppose Γ ⊂ G = Isomo(X) possesses infinitely many limit points, and assume there
exist ξ, η ∈ LΓ such that Γ·ξ∩Vis
∞(η) = ∅. Then γξ = η for all γ ∈ Γ, in particular ξ = η.
This implies that every element in Γ fixes ξ. Let Γ′ ⊆ Γ be a torsion free subgroup of
finite index which exists by Selberg’s Lemma. Since Γ′ does not contain elliptic elements,
Γ′ contains only parabolic and axial isometries which all fix ξ. By Lemma 4.3, the set of
axial elements in Γ′ must all have the same axis. We conclude that Γ′ possesses at most
two limit points, hence Γ possesses only finitely many limit points, a contradiction. ✷
Lemma 4.8 If rank(X) = 1, then a torsion free nonelementary discrete isometry group
Γ ⊂ Isomo(X) possesses infinitely many limit points.
Proof. Suppose Γ possesses only finitely many limit points. Since LregΓ 6= ∅ by definition,
we first treat the case LΓ = {ξ}. But then the Γ-invariance of the limit set implies Γ·ξ = ξ,
hence in particular Γ·ξ ∩Vis∞(ξ) = ∅, a contradiction.
Next suppose that LΓ = {ξ, η} with η 6= ξ. By Γ-invariance of the limit set we
conclude that Γ leaves invariant the unique geodesic σ joining ξ to η. Since Γ does not
contain elliptic elements, we conclude that Γ is a cyclic group generated by an axial
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element which translates σ, hence Γ·ξ = ξ and Γ·η = η. Again Γ·ξ ∩Vis∞(ξ) = ∅ gives a
contradiction.
Finally, if LΓ contains at least three points ξ, η, ζ, then Γ contains either three
parabolics g, γ, p such that gξ = ξ, γη = η and pζ = ζ, or an axial isometry h and
a second isometry γ which does not fix h+ or h−. In the first case, the dynamics of
parabolic isometries of rank one symmetric spaces imply that the points pjξ for j ∈ Z are
all disjoint, and contained in the limit set. Hence #LΓ =∞.
In the second case, if ξ ∈ LΓ denotes the point not fixed by h, the points h
jξ, j ∈ Z,
are disjoint and belong to the limit set, hence again #LΓ =∞. ✷
We remark that the restriction to torsion free groups is only necessary for the fol-
lowing particular situation which may occur: If Γ consists of an axial isometry h which
translates a geodesic σ, and an elliptic isometry e which leaves invariant σ and permutes
the extremities of σ, then 〈h, e〉 is nonelementary with respect to our definition, but
possesses only two limit points.
The above proof and the remark before Lemma 4.5 show that a torsion free discrete
isometry group of a rank one symmetric space is elementary if and only if it is contained
in the stabiliser of a limit point.
4.3 The approximation argument
Since we do not know much about the dynamics of parabolic isometries, the description of
the limit set of discrete isometry groups which, in general, contain parabolics, is difficult.
Fortunately, the following “approximation argument” allows to approach every regular
limit point in a nonelementary discrete group by a sequence of regular axial isometries.
The main tool in the proof is Proposition 4.5.14 in [E].
Proposition 4.9 Let Γ ⊂ G = Isomo(X) be a nonelementary discrete group. Then for
every ξ ∈ LregΓ there exists a sequence of axial isometries (hj) ⊂ Γ such that h
+
j converges
to ξ and h−j converges to a point in Vis
∞(ξ). Furthermore, d(o,Ax(hj)) is bounded as
j →∞.
Proof. Fix ξ ∈ LregΓ and let ζ ∈ L
reg
Γ arbitrary. Since Γ is nonelementary, there exists
γ ∈ Γ such that πB(γζ) ∈ VisB(ξ). This implies the existence of a regular unit speed
geodesic σ with σ(∞) = ξ and πB(σ(−∞)) = πB(γζ).
Let Φt : R → SX denote the geodesic flow of X and p : SX → X the foot point
projection. By Proposition 4.5.14 in [E], there exists a sequence of unit tangent vectors
(vj) ⊂ SX converging to the tangent vector σ˙(0) ∈ SX of σ(0), and a sequence (hj) ⊂ Γ
of regular axial isometries with translation lengths (lj) ⊂ R such that
hjΦtvj = Φt+ljvj for all j ∈ N .
Hence h+j → σ(∞) = ξ, h
−
j → σ(−∞), and
d(o,Ax(hj)) ≤ d(o, σ(0)) + d(σ(0), p(vj))→ d(o, σ(0)) as j →∞ .
Hence (hj) is the desired sequence. ✷
An immediate corollary of this proposition is the following
Theorem 4.10 If Γ ⊂ G = Isomo(X) is a nonelementary discrete group, then the set of
attractive fixed points of regular axial isometries is a dense subset of the limit set LΓ.
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4.4 Sequences of axial isometries
From here on Γ ⊂ G will always denote a nonelementary discrete group. The following
equivalence for certain sequences of axial isometries in Γ will be necessary in the proof of
Theorem 4.12.
Lemma 4.11 Fix x ∈ X and let (hj) ⊂ Γ be a sequence of regular axial isometries such
that d(x,Ax(hj)) remains bounded as j → ∞. Then (hjx) ⊂ X converges to a boundary
point ξ ∈ ∂X in the cone topology if and only if the sequence of attractive fixed points
(h+j ) ⊂ ∂X
reg of (hj) converges to ξ in the cone topology.
Proof. Let (hj) be a sequence of axial isometries with attractive fixed points (h
+
j ) ⊂
∂Xreg, and c ≥ 0 such that d(x,Ax(hj)) ≤ c. For all j ∈ N we let xj ∈ Ax(hj) be the
orthogonal projection of x to Ax(hj), and lj := d(xj , hjxj) the translation length of hj .
It suffices to prove that for all R >> 1
d(σx,hjx(R), σx,h+
j
(R))→ 0 as j →∞ .
For j ∈ N we put dj := d(x, hjx). Using the convexity of the distance function, the triangle
inequality and |dj − lj| ≤ 2c, we compute
d(σx,hjx(R), σx,h+
j
(R))
≤
R
lj
(
d(σx,hjx(lj), σx,hjx(dj)) + d(σx,hjx(dj), hjxj) + d(hjxj, σx,h+
j
(lj))
)
=
R
lj
(
|lj − dj |+ d(hjx, hjxj) + d(σxj ,h+j
(lj), σx,h+
j
(lj))
)
≤ 4c
R
lj
.
From lj →∞ as j →∞ we conclude that d(σx,hjx(R), σx,h+
j
(R)) tends to zero. ✷
For the remainder of this section we fix a Cartan decomposition G = Kea
+
K with
respect to o ∈ X. The following result generalises Corollary 3.14 to sequences of axial
isometries (hj) ⊂ Γ. In combination with the approximation argument Proposition 4.9
this will be our main tool for the description of the structure of the limit set in the
following section.
Theorem 4.12 Let (hj) ⊂ Γ be a sequence of regular axial isometries such that hjo
converges to ξ+ ∈ ∂Xreg, h−1j o converges to ξ
− ∈ Vis∞(ξ+), and d(o,Ax(hj)) is bounded
as j → ∞. Then for any ζ ∈ ∂Xreg with πB(ζ) ∈ VisB(ξ−) there exist integers nj,
j ∈ N, such that the sequence (h
nj
j ζ) converges to the unique point η
+ ∈ G · ζ with
πB(η+) = πB(ξ+) . In particular, if ζ ∈ Vis∞(ξ−), then there exist integers nj, j ∈ N,
such that h
nj
j ζ converges to ξ
+.
Proof. Let (hj) be a sequence of regular axial isometries with the properties stated in
the theorem. We denote by h+j the attractive fixed point of hj and by Hj ∈ a
+
1 its Cartan
projection. Let ζ ∈ ∂Xreg with πB(ζ) ∈ VisB(ξ−) arbitrary, and η+ ∈ G ·ζ the unique
point such that πB(η+) = πB(ξ+). By the previous lemma, h+j converges to ξ
+ in the
cone topology, hence Lemma 2.3 implies that πB(h+j ) converges to π
B(ξ+) in K/M , and
the Cartan projections (Hj) ⊂ a
+
1 converge to the Cartan projection Hξ of ξ
+.
Let Y ⊂ G ·ζ be an open neighbourhood of η+. Then for j > N sufficiently large,
we have πB(h+j ) ∈ π
B(Y ) and πB(ζ) ∈ VisB(h−j ), hence by Corollary 3.14 there exists
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nj ∈ N such that h
nj
j ζ ∈ Y . We conclude that the sequence (h
nj
j ζ) converges to η
+ in the
cone topology. ✷
4.5 The structure of the limit set
We are finally able to describe precisely the limit set of nonelementary discrete groups
acting on a globally symmetric space X of noncompact type. We fix a Cartan decompo-
sition G = Kea
+
K with respect to a base point o ∈ X. Recall the definitions of KΓ, PΓ
and ℓΓ from Definition 4.2.
Theorem 4.13 Let Γ ⊂ G = Isomo(X) be a nonelementary discrete group. Then the
transversal limit set KΓ is a minimal closed set under the action of Γ.
Proof. Since Γ is nonelementary, KΓ is nonempty. We fix k0M ∈ KΓ, and let kM ∈ KΓ
arbitrary. Let ξ+ ∈ LregΓ such that π
B(ξ+) = kM and denote by H ∈ a+1 the Cartan
projection of ξ+. Due to Proposition 4.9 there exists a sequence (hj) ⊂ Γ of axial isometries
such that h+j converges to ξ
+ and h−j converges to a point ξ
− ∈ Vis∞(ξ+). Put ξ0 :=
(k0,H) with H ∈ a
+
1 as above, i.e. ξ0 ∈ G·ξ
+. If k0M ∈ Vis
B(ξ−), then ξ0 ∈ Vis
∞(ξ−)
and, by Theorem 4.12, there exist integers nj, j ∈ N, such that
lim
j→∞
h
nj
j ξ0 = ξ
+ .
If k0M = π
B(ξ0) /∈ Vis
B(ξ−), there exists γ ∈ Γ such that πB(γξ0) ∈ Vis
B(ξ−) because Γ
is nonelementary. Therefore γξ0 ∈ Vis
∞(ξ−) and Theorem 4.12 guarantees the existence
of integers nj, j ∈ N, such that
lim
j→∞
h
nj
j (γξ0) = ξ
+ .
This shows that Γ(k0M) = π
B(Γξ0) is dense in KΓ, hence its closure is a minimal closed
set under the action of Γ. ✷
For nonelementary Schottky groups as in section 3.6 this implies the following
Corollary 4.14 If Γ := 〈γ1, . . . , γl, γl+1, . . . , γl+p〉 is a nonelementary Schottky group
with corresponding open neighbourhoods U1, U2, . . . , U2l, U2l+1, . . . , U2l+p ⊂ K/M as in
Theorem 3.20, then
KΓ ⊂
2l+p⋃
i=1
Ui .
Proof. If l = 0, we let ξ ∈ ∂Xreg be a fixed point of the generic parabolic isometry γl+1 =
γ1, if l ≥ 1, we put ξ := γ
+
1 . Then ξ ∈ L
reg
Γ , and by Theorem 4.13 we have KΓ = π
B(Γ·ξ).
Let (hj) ⊂ Γ be an arbitrary sequence. For j ∈ N we write hj := s
(j)
kj
s
(j)
kj−1
. . . s
(j)
1 as a
reduced word, i.e. s
(j)
m ∈ {γ1, γ
−1
1 , γ2, γ
−1
2 . . . , γl+p, γ
−1
l+p} for 1 ≤ m ≤ kj , and s
(j)
m+1 6=
(s
(j)
m )−1 for 1 ≤ m ≤ kj − 1. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume
that s
(j)
kj
= s for all j ∈ N. Let U ∈ {U1, U2, . . . , U2l, . . . , U2l+p} be the corresponding
neighbourhood of the (attractive) fixed point of s. Notice that if s
(j)
1 ∈ {γ1, γ
−1
1 }, then
s
(j)
1 ξ = ξ. Hence for j ∈ N we put ij := min{i ∈ N | s
(j)
i /∈ {γ1, γ
−1
1 }}. Then hjξ =
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s·s
(j)
kj−1
. . . s
(j)
ij
ξ, and from the dynamics of the generators of Γ we have πB(hjξ) ∈ U for
all j ∈ N. We conclude that πB(Γ·ξ) ⊂
⋃2l+p
i=1 Ui . ✷
Theorem 4.15 Let Γ ⊂ G = Isomo(X) be a nonelementary discrete group of isometries.
Then the regular geometric limit set is isomorphic to the product KΓ × (PΓ ∩ a
+
1 ).
Proof. If ξ ∈ LregΓ , then π
B(ξ) ∈ KΓ and the Cartan projection of ξ belongs to PΓ ∩ a
+
1 .
Conversely, let kM ∈ KΓ andH ∈ PΓ∩a
+
1 . By definition of PΓ, there exists a sequence
(γj) ⊂ Γ such that the Cartan projections (Hj) ⊂ a+ of (γjo) satisfy ∠(Hj,H) → 0 as
j → ∞. Furthermore, a subsequence of (γjo) converges to a point ξ0 = (k0,H) ∈ L
reg
Γ
where k0 ∈ K.
By Theorem 4.13, KΓ = Γ(k0M) is a minimal closed set under the action of Γ, hence
kM ∈ Γ(k0M) = π
B(Γ·ξ0) .
Since the action of Isomo(X) on the geometric boundary does not change Cartan projec-
tions, we conclude that the closure of Γ·ξ0 contains (k,H). In particular, (k,H) ∈ Γ·ξ0 ⊆
LregΓ . ✷
The limit cone and the directional limit set of a discrete isometry group are related
as follows:
Theorem 4.16 If Γ ⊂ G = Isomo(X) is a nonelementary discrete group, then PΓ = ℓΓ.
Proof. In order to prove PΓ ⊇ ℓΓ, we let H ∈ ℓΓ arbitrary. Then there exists a sequence
(hj) ⊂ Γ of axial isometries with translation directions Lj := L(hj) satisfying ∠Lj,H)→ 0
as j →∞.
Suppose H /∈ PΓ, and, for γ ∈ Γ, let Hγ denote the Cartan projection of γo. Then
there exists ε > 0 such that ∠(Hγ ,H) > ε for all but finitely many γ ∈ Γ. Put ξ =
(id,H) ∈ ∂X. For j ∈ N, we let gj ∈ G such that hj = gje
Ljg−1j , put xj := gjo ∈
Ax(hj), and let nj be an integer greater than 2jd(o, xj)/||Lj ||. We abbreviate γj := h
nj
j =
gje
Ljnjg−1j and Hj := Hγj . By G-invariance of the directional distance and equation (5)
we have
BG·ξ(xj , γjxj) = BG·ξ(g
−1
j xj , g
−1
j γjxj) = BG·ξ(o, e
Ljnjo)
= 〈H,Ljnj〉 = nj〈Lj,H〉 ,
and ∠(Lj,H) → 0 implies 〈Lj/‖Lj‖,H〉 → 1 as j → ∞. Using again equation (5), the
G-invariance and the triangle inequality for the Riemannian and the directional distance,
and 2d(o, xj) ≤ nj‖Lj‖/j we conclude
cos∠(Hj,H) =
〈Hj ,H〉
‖Hj‖
=
BG·ξ(o, γjo)
d(o, γjo)
≥
BG·ξ(xj, γjxj)− 2d(o, xj)
d(xj , γjxj) + 2d(o, xj)
≥
nj〈Lj ,H〉 − nj‖Lj‖/j
nj‖Lj‖+ nj‖Lj‖/j
=
〈Lj/‖Lj‖,H〉 − 1/j
1 + 1/j
→ 1
as j →∞, a contradiction to our assumption.
Conversely, we first prove PΓ ∩ a
+
1 ⊆ ℓΓ. Given H ∈ PΓ ∩ a
+
1 , there exists ξ ∈ L
reg
Γ
with Cartan projection H. Let (hj) ⊂ Γ be a sequence of regular axial isometries as in
Proposition 4.9 with the properties h+j → ξ, h
−
j → η ∈ Vis
∞(ξ) and d(o,Ax(hj)) ≤ c for
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some constant c > 0. Then Lemma 4.11 implies hjo→ ξ, hence by Lemma 2.3 the Cartan
projections (Hj) ⊂ a
+ of hjo satisfy
〈Hj/‖Hj‖,H〉 → 1 as j →∞ .
For j ∈ N, we let xj ∈ Ax(hj) be the orthogonal projection of o to Ax(hj). If Lj :=
L(hj) ∈ a+ denotes the translation vector of hj , we estimate
〈
Lj
||Lj ||
,H〉 =
BG·ξ(xj, hjxj)
d(xj , hjxj)
≤
BG·ξ(o, hjo) + 2d(o, xj)
d(o, hjo)− 2d(o, xj)
≤
〈Hj/‖Hj‖,H〉+ 2c/‖Hj‖
1− 2c/‖Hj‖
→ 1 and
〈
Lj
||Lj ||
,H〉 ≥
BG·ξ(o, hjo)− 2d(o, xj)
d(o, hjo)
≥ 〈
Hj
‖Hj‖
,H〉 −
2c
‖Hj‖
→ 1
as j →∞. This gives ∠(Lj ,H)→ 0 as j →∞, hence H ∈ ℓΓ.
Since the closure of PΓ ∩ a
+
1 contains PΓ, and ℓΓ is a closed set in a
+
1 , we conclude
that PΓ ⊆ PΓ ∩ a
+
1 ⊆ ℓΓ . ✷
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